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SOME FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR DENSIFYING MAPPINGS 

1. Introduetion 

By M. S. Khan and S. P. Singh 

‘ i 

The concept of the measure of non-compactness of a bounded set in a metric 

~space was introduced by Kuratowski [5J. In [4J , Furi and Vignoli used this 

notion to prove a fixed point theorem for continuous densifying mappings which 

,are weakly contractive with respect to a lower se:ni-continuous function. Later 

‘on, Thomas [7J gave an improvement of the fixei point theorem of Furi and 

Vignoli by placing conditioll3 Oll the iterate3 of the m 3.pping rather than on the 

mappings itself. In this note, we introduce the concepts of pairwise-densifying 

mappings and p::lÎrwise-weakly contractive nnpping3 with re3pect to two lower 

‘semi-continuous functions, and establish a re3ult on fixed points for such mappings 

which includesboth the ab:>ve theorem3 as particular cases. To achieve our 

goal, we firiìt prove a fixei point theorem in comp3.ct space. This subsidiary 

result generalize3 fixed point theorems of Edelstein and Bailey. 

We begin by introducing the following notations and definitions. Throughout 

this paper, let X denote a set, and S and T self-mappings of X. 

DEFINITION 1. 1. Let A be a bJundei set in X. Then the measzere of non

comþac!nøss, α(A) ， of A is the infimum of all e>O, such that A admits a finite 

‘covering by sets of diameter less than e. So:ne important properties of the 

measure of non-compactness are listed below: 

(i) α(A)=O 송二> A is precompact. 

(ii) α(A)=α(A) ， A stands for the closure of A. 

(iii) a(A U B) = max {α(A)， α(B)}， where B is a bounded subset of X. 

DEFINITION 1. 2. (cf. [4J). The mapping T is said to be deκsifying if for every 

bounded sub3et A ofX, α(T(A)) <α(A) whenever α(A)>O. 

A contraction mapping and a completely continuous mapping are examples of 

densifying mappings. 

DEFINITION 1. 3. (cf. [7J). Let F be a real-valued lower semi-continuous 

function defined on XxX. Themapping T is said to z'teraHvely weakly F-con

tractt've at the point x if there exists. an integer n(x) such that 
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(x) , , _n(x) 
F(T"'-/(x). T"""(y)) <F(x.y) for aIl yεX with y ;6-x;-

Wc introduce the foIlowing more general notions: 
• ~ ~ .,' 

DEFINITION 1. 4. Mappings S and T are said to he paiγwise-dimsifYing • if. for.' 

every bounded subset A of X .. with αCA)>o 

α(TS2TCA)) <αCA). 
ClearIy. two densifyingmappings Sand T will.oe always päirwise-densifylng •.. 

DEFINlTION 1. 5. Let F. and F_ be real-valued lower semi-continuous functions , 1 -._- - 2 

'on XxX • . The mappings S and T are said to be pairwise-weakly contγacüve. z(Jz"th~ 

. respect'to Fl and F2 at the poirit x if 

‘ 
Ci) 

and 

Cii) 

F1(Tßx.STy)<F아x， y) 

F2(~Tx .• TSy) <F1(x. y). 

for all yεX such that y:?X. 

y 

For S=T Crespectively S=identity). we simply say that T 2(respectively T) “ iSn 

weakly contractive with respect to F
1

and Fη· 

2. Main rsu앙s 

Firstly. we prove a fixed point theorem for pairwise-weakly contractivc map'-

pings defined on a compact space X. This result is then used to prove our main 

result for pair、，vise-densifying ma ppings. 
‘ 

PROPOSITION 2. 1. Let X be co…~pact sιck. tkat ST is COllti lUtOltS andS. T are' 
pairwise-weakly coηtractive witk respect to F1 and F2 at all points. 01 X. ,Then: 

ST or TS kas a lixed point. Fztrther. a common lixed point 01 ST.and TS is; 
always unique. 

PROOF. Define ø : X • R+ Cnon-negative reals) by ØCx)=F1 Cx.STx). Then Ø; 

is a lower semi-continuous . function on the compact set X. 

attains a minimum value at some point S of X. Suppose that 

TSCSTCO) ;6- STCS). Then we have 

Ø(TS‘TC옹))=F/TSCST(웅)). ST(TS7C웅))) 

<F/STCO. TS(ST(t))) 

<F/S.STS) 

=ØC웅) •. 

and thercfore' 

t ;6- STCf} and, 

. . 、
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‘ This contradicts óf minimality of .s.Hence either ~:=ST웅 01" -1S(S';웅)=:=ST~ 

Thus ST has a fixed point ~ or TS has a fixed point ST~. Unicity of p.’ common 

fixed point of ST and T S is clear from definition 1. 5. This completes ‘ the proof. 

COROLLARY 2. 2. Lcf T be a mappz-,zg of a c0%Pact set X i%to z·tself ψ·tk T2 
? -. 

con !z"nztOzts and also T z"s weakly coηtractz've wz'th respect to F 1 and F 2 at all 

poz"nts 01 X. Then T has a ztηiqzte fz"xed poz"nt. 

PROOF. That T2 has a unique fixed point, say ￡， fo11ows immediately from 
? 2-

proposition 2, 1 by taking S=T. Now T(Tç)=T(T 용)=T웅. 
? 

So Ts is also a 

fixed point of T-. Uniquencess of ~ ends the proof. 

COROLLARY 2.3. Le! T be a sell-mapping on a compact set X with T2 colltz"n1tous. 

Let F be a lower semz"-coηUnzeozes lunction on X x X such tlzat lorall x and y Ï1t 

X: 
2 2 

F(T-x, T-y) <F(x, y) , x~y. 

Then T has a unique fz"xed poz"nt. 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let T be a con!z"nuoμs ηzapping 01t the compact set X s1tch 

that T is weakly coηtracUνe with respect to F. and Fn. Then T has a uniqzte 1 ---- - 2 

fz"xed point. 

COROLLARY 2. 5. Let T be a contiκμous maPPiχg 01 the compac! se! 

itsell sμck tkat 101’ a lower semz"-conUημoμs f;μncUon F on XxX and 

x,y z"n X μIz'th x~y: 

F(Tx, Ty)<F(x, y) 

Then T has a μMZ.qμe fz"xed point. 

X z"nt() 

lorall 

REMARK. If F is a metric on X , then corollary 2.5 reduces to a theöreni of 

Edelstein [3]. 

COROLLARY 2.6. Let T be a cOlztz"nuous maPPing on a coηzpact 11letrz"c space

(X , d) , and lor all x , y z"η X wt"th x~y， there exists a positz"ve integer n(x, y) 

such tkat 

(:l!-) d(T”x, Tny)<d(x,y). 

Then T has a uniqμe I z"xed þoint. 

PROOF. Le-t S=T”-1. Then ST=TS=T” j is continuous from (용). 
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The resuk now follows from proposition 2. 1. where d is playing. the role of 

F
1 

and F
2
• 

REMARK. Corollary 2.6 resembles corollary 2 of theorem 1 or Bailey [1]. 

We can also deduce a result like corollary 3 of Bailey [1] from our corollary 

2.6. 

Now we shall use proposition 2.1 to prove the following: 

THEOREM 2.7. Let S and T be pairwise-densifyiκg ntappings 0η a complete 

ηzetrz'c space (X. d) into tÏself suck tkat ST and ‘ TS are con!z'nuous. Furtker. 

let S and T be paz"rwise-weakly contractive witk respect to Fl and F2. lf for 

some x εX. tke sequence {xJ defined by ST(xA)=xn _ , " TS(xn _ , J=xn _ , n for n' ---.---.-- ." -- '--2n' --2n+l’ 2n+l' --2n+2 
n=O, 1,2"' , is bounded, tken eitker ST or TS kas a fixed point. Fμrtker， a 

common fixed point of ST and TS t'S always μnzψle. 

RROOF. Consider the set 
‘,,, 

’ n‘ 
x r.‘‘ ∞

 
U 

돼
 

= ” 
A 

Then 

TS
2
T(A) = U^ {x2n +2}, 

n=u 
, 

’ whence TS7(A)CA , and the continuity of ST and TS imply that TS2T(Ã) 

CA. We shallnow prove that A is compact. Since X is complete. it suffices 

to show that a(A)=O. Suppose that a(A)>O. Then by noting that 

” ‘ 
A={x야 U(TSWT(A)). 

we have 

‘ 
a(A) =α({xJ U(TS2T(A))) 

=max{a{x，야 • a(TS2T(A))} 

=a(TS2T(A)) 

<a(A). 

which is a contradiction. Hence it follows that A is compact. Since TS‘ T(A) 
-. -

IX, the rest of the proof is now identicaI with that of the proposition 2. 1. 

COROLLARY 2.8. Let T be a self-maPPing of a complete metric spqce (X. d) 
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such that T 2 is continμous and T 4 is densifyz'ng. Fμ1'the1'， let T 2 be weakly 

cont1'acUve with 1'espect to Fl . and F 2. If fo1' some X。εX， the sequence {xn} 

defz·%ed by 112(Xn) = x” +1 fO7 % = o, 1, 2, … , is bounded, then T has a unique fixeá 

point. 
l 

COROLLARY. 2.9. Let T be a contz'nuoμs self-ηzapping on a complete met1'ic 
9 

space (X , d) such that T"' is denszjying. Fμ1'the1'， let T be weakly cont1'actz've. with 

1'espect to F 1 and F 2. Then zj some sequence of ite1'ates sta1'Ung f.γom X。εx

is bounded, T has a uniψle J딩ixed ψoz'nt. 

REMARK. If F 1 =F2' and T is densifying then corolIary 2.9 becomes a fixed 

point theorem of Furi and Vignolí [4]. 

COROLLARY 2. 10. Let T be a self-mapping of a coηzPlete met1'ic space sμch 

that T n is densifying fo1' some fixed z'ntege1' χ， T is ite1'aUvely weakly 

F-cont1'active at all poz'nts in X , and T ’I(X) z's coηtz'nuous at x. If some seqμence 
of ite1'ates sta1'tz'ng f.γom xoEX z's bounded , then T has a unz'que j징~'xed poz'nt. 

PROOF. Let S=T'1一 1. Then ST=TS=T'1 is continuous. Since T n is densifying. 

TS2T = (T'li is also densifying. Then by taking F 1=F2=F, it folIows from 

theorem 2.7, that T n has a unique fixed point. Hence T has a unique fixed 

point. This completes the proof. 

REMARKS. Corollary 2. 10 is the main result of Thomas [7] , and also theorem 

2(1) of Lee [6]. From corollary 2.10 we can also deduce. corollary 2.1(1) of 

Lee [6] and a theorem of Bryant [2]. 

3. Problemand example 

Let X denote a non-empty set, and P a non-empty family .ofpseudo-metrics 

on X such that the collection {SpCx , 시 : xEX, pεP， 1'E(O, +∞)} forms a base 

for a Hausdorff topology on X , where SpCx,1') is the open sphere of p-radius 1" 

about x. The concepts related to a topology for X to be concerned, will. be 

those related to the topology generated by P. AIso, S and T denote self-mappings 

on X. Now we pose the following problem: 

Can we prove a result analogous to theorem 2.7, when X is sequentially 

complete with respect to P , and for all x , yεX， x =;6y and for alI pεp 
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p(STx, TSy) <p(X, y) , p(X, y)>O 

=0, p(X, y)=O. 

REMARK. Should we solve the above problem, we can deduce theorem 2(II) 

윌nd other related results of Lee [6] as corollaries to this result. 

FinaI1y, we give an example to justify the statement of proposition 2. 1. 

EXAMPLE. Consider a set X= {a, b} with discrete metric F=Fl =Fz. Define 

mappings S and T on X into itself by 

Sa=a, Sb=a, Ta=a, Tb=b. 

Then S and T are continuous mappings on the compact set X , and also 

oConditions of proposition 2.1 are satisfied. This example shows that the mappings 

S and T in proposition 2.1 are not necessarily identicaI. AIso, the mappings S 

and T can possibly have other fixed points although a common fixed point has 

to be unique. 
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